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1.Deflation Port
2.Inflation Port
3.Pressure Pre-setting Up(+)
4. Pressure Pre-setting Down(-)
5. Unit Selection (PSI/BAR)

DC ELECТRIC AIR PUMP is a smart DC electric air pump which can for SUP, tent , kayak and most other inflatable 

products, with a smart LED display and intelligent pressure control system to preset a target pressure value and auto 

shut off when the pressure reaches the preset target pressure value. The pump also provides air deflation function to 

empty the air for easy folding and storage of the inflatable products after use.

1.The power supply must be 12V DC power .
2.Do not block the inflation port and deflation port . Make sure the inflation port and deflation port are unobstructed 
   at all times .
3.Comply with local garbage disposal regulations and do not dispose of air pumps at will . When the hose is damaged , 
   do not operate this product , please replace the hose immediately .
4.Do not remove the hose while inflating . High air pressure may harm the body . 
5.Do not keep the air pump working for more than 30 minutes .
6.Motor overheating may cause internal damage , please fully cool for 20-30 minutes 
   after continuous operation for more than 30 minutes .
7.If any components are damaged , please do not use this pump . Please contact a 
   professional for repair . 
8.This product shall not be exposed to rain or water .
9.In order to avoid danger , the pump outlet or hose should not be aimed at the face or 
   the body while the pump Working .
10.Please do not leave while inflating or deflating.
11.Please keep the vehicle ignition on while the product is in use to avoid unnecessary 
   damage.

1. Select a suitable nozzle and screw onto the hose (FIG1)
2. Place a suitable washer with the groove facing out .(FIG2)
3.Put the end （13） of the hose into the air nozzle matching the air bag , turn 
   clockwise and tighten it , then insert the air charging valve of the air bag , and fix 
   it by turning clockwise .(FIG3)
4.Connect the other end （11） of the hose to air pump inflation port and tighten 
   it clockwise .(FIG4)
5.Insert the car plug into a 12V DC socket .(FIG5) 
6.Press the pressure unit switch button " PSI / BAR to select the unit you want .
7.Press the Pressurization button "+" or the pressure relieve button "-” to set the target 
   pressure you want , which ranges from 0 to 20PSI (1PSI=0.0689BAR=6.89KPA). (FIG6)
8.After completing the above steps , press the power switch button to start inflating .(FIG7)
9.During inflation , the target pressure value can be increased or decreased by pressing 
   the pressurization button "+" or the pressure relieve button "-"; the pressure unit 
   switch button " PSI / BAR " can be pressed to change the unit, but will cause the pump 
   cease inflation to avoid over inflation by mis-operation . Press On/Off power switch 
   to restart the inflation after your confirm the target pressure.
10.When the pressure reaches the pre-set value , the air pump will automatically
   stop working.
11.After inflating , pull the plug off from the 12V DC socket .
12.When not in use , remove the hose from the air pump and airbag  and store it .
13. The pump will works in 2 stages. Stage 1 for fast air flow air pump unit for low 
   pressure inflation, and when the smart pressure control system detects the pressure 
   not increasing on stage 1 it will automatically switch to stage 2 with high pressure 
   compressor till the pressure reaches the target value.

6.Power Switch
7. Display Screen
8. Power socket 
9. Power Plug
10. Cigarette Socket Plug

11. Hose to Pump Connection Side
12. Hose
13. Hose to Nozzle Connection side
14. Nozzles


